
Executive Minutes 3-9 
 

VP of Student Affairs Report 

Trevino: passed legislation regarding outdoor sports to the president. Telehealth services should 

be available next week. 
 

President’s Report 

Peebles: sent an email about including all students in the SGA canvas to no response to date. 
 

Communications Committee Report 

Peebles: wants to congratulate Parliamentarian Alexander on successfully launching an 

instagram page and gives a summary of the current posts. 

Alexander: The committee is still willing to take testimonials to post on social media. 
 

Online Class Survey 

O’zee: sent an email to Jana Ware last week with the survey outlined. A response was sent and 

shared among the board. 

Brooks: The first question should be worded differently to specify that they’re comparing classes 

now to their first online class at USAO. 

O’zee: agrees 

Melendez: Thinks that the timing is a factor. Students might have a different outlook on online 

classes during a pandemic vs normal times. 

Peebles: agrees. One thing that could be done is to include the phrase, “barring the pandemic,” 

before questions. The other thing to consider is how long the survey should be open. 

O’zee: One week is plenty of time for students to respond. Student feedback would be minimal 

after that time frame. 

Peebles: Do we need to find the previous survey? 

O’zee: Everyone knows what was on that survey and there isn’t truly a need to dig through mail 

to find it. 

Brook: agrees. 

Peebles: Is the board okay with sending the survey out before the next meeting? 

O’zee: plans to CC the board in the email with the final draft of the survey for final feedback. 
 

Open Discussion and Announcements 

Melendez: Would it be beneficial to write a resolution regarding Pass/No Pass? 

Peebles: A resolution would likely hold more weight than an executive recommendation, so yes. 

Alexander: Are other universities offering Pass/No Pass? 

Trevino: The consensus among the Board of Regents is that it’s not what universities should do. 
 


